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Abstract—To guarantee Quality of Experience (QoE) for video
streaming services in a future Internet architecture, Content
Centric Network (CCN), Dynamic Adaptive Streaming via HTTP
(DASH) technology is used to deliver the proper video content
according to the network situation. However, CCN enables a
host-to-content communication model and has a universal caching
design, which seriously decreases the performance of DASH over
CCN. In this paper, we propose a hop-by-hop adaptive video
streaming scheme (HAVS-CCN) to improve the performance of
adaptive video streaming in CCN. HAVS-CCN is simple and
applicable to be deployed on DASH over CCN. It directly adjusts
video quality and solves network congestion at the bottleneck
of transmission path when DASH inaccurately estimates the
network throughout. Our scheme optimizes the hop-by-hop
content transmission, which achieves video quality adaption and
data packet ﬂow control simultaneously. Simulation results, on
small-scale networks and large-scale networks, reveal that DASH
with HAVS-CCN scheme outperforms the original DASH over
CCN, in terms of video playback quality and average delay.
Keywords—Content centric network, Adaptive video streaming, Flow control, Optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the multimedia transmission occupies much of
the Internet trafﬁc. Internet video trafﬁc will be 80 percent
of all Internet trafﬁc in 2019, up from 64 percent in 2014
[1]. That said, real-time video applications produce most
of the Internet trafﬁc. Today’s Internet is based on host-tohost communication where IP network addresses are used to
guide the location of desired content. However, consumers
often care about the video content itself rather than building
connections to the source location. To meet this growing trend
of content delivery, a content oriented Internet architecture,
Content Centric Networking (CCN, aka NDN) [2], has been
proposed. Instead of referring to the physical location of video
source, CCN identiﬁes content by its name, which matches the
multimedia data dissemination patterns. Besides, the universal
caching design makes CCN more ﬂexible and efﬁcient for
multimedia transmissions. Each CCN device caches pass-by
data, which helps consumers access requested video content
at a nearby position with less transmission delays. In this way,
CCN has been an attractive solution for real-time applications
like video streaming services.
To improve the QoE of video services, Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming via HTTP (DASH) has become a hot issue both
in academy and industry ﬁelds. For DASH, video services are
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provided as several bitrate versions. The basic operation is that
a consumer requests a segment of video content using HTTP.
Then the bitrate of requested video is adjusted according
to current available bandwidth, which can be reﬂected by
the transmission delay for last requested content. Deploying
traditional DASH over CCN [3][4][5] is to use CCN for
referencing and delivery. Due to in-network caching design,
subsequent requests for same content can be served quicker
in DASH over CCN. However, in this way the consumer side
decisions of video quality face serious bitrate oscillations
problem [6]. DASH decides the requested video bitrate based
on the end-to-end throughput estimation. But in CCN, this
consumer side adaptation algorithm may overestimate the
available path bandwidth, which is due to the caches of
requested segments along the path. This overestimation causes
a repeated cycle that video quality decisions switch between
high and low bitrate according to [6]. Moreover, it takes a
delay for consumers in DASH to make quick response when
network condition changes, especially for network congestions caused by the bursty trafﬁc. If the network capacity
cannot handle the transmission of high bitrate video ﬂows,
the consumer will resend interest requests for lower bitrate
segments, which may cause playback pause happens at the
consumer side.
Intuitively, the bitrate of a requested video segment should
be decided at the consumer side considering end-to-end network capacity. However, our research reveals that this is not
the case in CCN. Caches on a given path may have beneﬁcial
to other CCN routers in whole network. Thus, the evaluation
and predication at the consumer side will be inaccurate. The
existing researches [7][8] all focus on improving the accuracy of video quality prediction of end-to-end communication
through HTTP, which cannot be applied to DASH over CCN.
Therefore, a directly hop-by-hop quality adjustment scheme
is needed to remedy the limitation of DASH over CCN.
Moreover, to match the scalability feature of video streaming
services [9], the Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension of the
H.264 video compression standard (H.264/SVC) [10] is used
to encode video content into base and several enhancement
layer content to support progressive transmission. Combined
with the naming design of different layer data packets in
CCN, the ﬂow control and quality adjustment for video data
transmission at the router level is feasible. The routers can

proactively drop the less valuable SVC layer data packets
when network congestion happens, instead of waiting for
consumer decisions.
Our proposal is to provide ﬂow control and quality adjustment for adaptive video streaming over CCN. There exists
several principles that we should follow in our research. First,
our scheme should be an add-on to traditional consumer
decision based adaptive video streaming techniques in CCN.
It can improve the consumer’s QoE by adding hop-by-hop
video quality adjustment and ﬂow control. Second, our scheme
should be simple and easy to be deployed for video services
over CCN. Third, our scheme should achieve hop-by-hop QoE
optimization, the principle of which can be applied to not only
wired network, but also wireless environment.
With these principles, we propose HAVS-CCN, a proactive
mechanism operated hop-by-hop at the router level, which can
reduce the time delays for consumer decision process. The
data packet transmission rate is directly controlled by setting
a scheduling window based on network capacity. And HAVSCCN can adaptively adjust video versions (different bitrates)
with maximum utilization of link capacity by selecting the
allowable number of enhancement layer data packets. The simulation results prove that HAVS-CCN can effectively improve
the QoE for adaptive video streaming over CCN.
The main contribution for this paper is three-fold:
• We add a new component, Scheduling Data Queue (SDQ), to the CCN router design, which provides directly
controls on data packets for video transmission.
• We propose a novel scheme, HAVS-CCN, to adaptively
adjust video quality and control trafﬁc ﬂows hop-by-hop.
This scheme provides a new direction to improve the
performance of DASH over CCN.
• We exhibits the effectiveness of our scheme based on the
small scale and large scale simulations.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce a new component of CCN
router to help DASH with hop-by-hop optimization. Then, we
show the naming design of SVC progressive transmission of
video streaming services. This naming design makes it feasible
to let CCN router schedule video content at a layer level.
A. Improved CCN router design
CCN uses unique content names for routing, instead of
building end-to-end communication in IP network. The three
main router components are Forwarding Information Base
(FIB), Content Store (CS), and Pending Interest Table (PIT).
The functionality of the original router components remains
the same. Besides them, we introduce a novel Scheduling Data
Queue (SDQ) to be an add-on to the original CCN content
router design, as shown in Fig. 1.
The SDQ is a new component added to CCN router. It is
used to schedule the outbound data ﬂow for each interface.
This component is designed for adaptive video streaming
services. It records the information of all data packets that need
to be transmitted through interfaces. The proposed scheduling

TABLE I
S CHEDULING DATA Q UEUE (SDQ)
Interface

ContentName

ContentPriority

0

/dst1/videos/baseball/s1/BL

0.89

0

/dst1/videos/baseball/s1/EL1

0.39

1

/dst1/videos/soccer/s1/BL

0.77

2

/dst1/videos/baseball/s1/BL

0.89
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Fig. 1. Content router design with the new Scheduling Data Queue (SDQ).

scheme, HAVS-CCN, is operated on the SDQ component to
control the data transmission at each router. For each interface,
ﬂow control can be achieved by limiting the transmission rate
of the SDQ matched packets. And the quality adaption can
be achieved by queueing up contents in SDQ based on their
inﬂuences to the video playback. In the event that cached
contents and the returned data packets want to transmit through
a interface, they can be forwarded based on the SDQ entries
towards downstream.
To manage the scheduling operation of each interface,
the SDQ entries follow a form of face-to-content, aims to
record the contents need to be transmitted through a speciﬁc
interface. This form is different from content-to-face entries
in PIT and FIB, which guides the directions (interfaces) of
data and interest packets to be forwarded to. Moreover, SDQ
adds priorities for each entries to decide which content to be
transmitted ﬁrst and which to be discarded. The SDQ entry
can be denoted as a 3-tuple entry:
(Interf ace, ContentN ame, ContentP riority)
Table. I is an example of SDQ. The computation process
of the ContentPriority is detailed described in SecIII.B. The
entries in SDQ are sorted in descending order based on content
priorities for each interface. And contents with high priority
will be given precedence in the scheduling of data packets.
B. Scalable Video Segmentation and Naming
We choose the H.264/SVC video compression standard as
an example to show how progressive transmission operates in
CCN. H.264/SVC is to support scalability in video coding and
transmission. Each video content can be SVC encoded into one
base layer content with essential information and enhancement
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Fig. 2. H.264/SVC illustration.

layers content with information used for quality improvements.
Since CCN identiﬁes content by its name, a video segment
can be separated to several layer packets to transmit. And at
the consumer side, the related layer data packets are easy to
be aggregated based on SVC standard, in order to play videos
with speciﬁc quality deﬁned by the enhancement layer packets.
Fig. 2 shows data/interest packet naming design and decoding
mechanism for the SVC data composed of one base layer and
two enhancement layers. The naming of different level of data
packet are classiﬁed as /BL or /EL1, /EL2. The interest packet
requests for different quality of video content are classiﬁed as
/b, /1stq or /2ndq.
To play an nth level quality video, decoding is conducted
using not only the base layer contents but also contents from
the {1st , 2nd , . . . , nth } enhancement layers [11]. In CCN,
each layer for a video segment is encapsulated independently
for transmission. This SVC layer based segmentation design
supports progressive transmission for video content, which
will solve the overlapping transmission problem of contents
with different bitrate versions. For example, when the bitrate
of the requested segment is lower than the bitrate of a cached
segment, the CCN cached node will send data packets for base
layer and enhancement layers up to the requested level. And
when facing network congestions, instead of requesting for a
lower bitrate content, CCN nodes can directly drop the some
enhancement layer packets and only transmit the base layer
or low level enhancement layer packets to guarantee smooth
playback.
III. BUILDING HAVS - CCN
In this section, we ﬁrst state the hop-by-hop HAVS-CCN
overview. Then we illustrate how HAVS-CCN guarantees the
maximum QoE of video streaming service through optimizing
the content values for limited transmission rate.
A. Design Overview
Let us illustrate a scenario to explain why and how HAVSCCN operates on video streaming services in CCN. Suppose
a system consists of N video segments, each is SVC encoded
and cached with different bitrates among CCN. Live streaming
services or video-on-demand services are provided to users
by requesting video segments they want to play. And DASH
over CCN system adaptively selects video qualities for each
consumer to suit the network conditions. All video segments
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Fig. 3. HAVS-CCN overview.

are divided into one base layer packet and several enhancement
layer packets to support progressive transmission.
HAVS-CCN is operated in DASH over CCN system as Fig.
3 shows. (1) A video segment request from the consumers
will be broadcasted to other routers. This interest request
includes the video quality requirement, which is predicated at
the consumers side using DASH technology. (2) The Router
B has cached the requested video Segment 1 and will transfer
the content directly to consumers. The link capacity from
Router B to the consumers can support the transmission of
this content. (3) Since this content request is satisﬁed quickly
at a nearby cache, the consumers may be misled that the
whole network condition is good. Therefore, consumers send
requests for higher video quality of video Segment 2 based
on the high bandwidth estimated from the source of Segment
1 to the consumers. (4) The link capacity between Router
A and Router B can not hold the high quality of video
content Segment 2. Our scheme, HAVS-CCN, is operated to
this situation, to provide a smooth but lower quality of video
streaming services. The network congestion is alleviated since
a scheduling window controls the data ﬂow. And the QoE of
consumers is guaranteed due to the base layer and low quality
enhancement layers packets are transmitted successfully. Only
the data packets for some enhancement layers video content,
which the network capacity can not support, are dropped.
In original DASH over CCN, when facing network congestion in Fig. 3, the QoE of video streaming will decrease
heavily. The reason is that traditional congestion control
reacts to congestions only after data packets are randomly
dropped without considering content meanings. This indifference congestion control with time delays do not take the
advantages of H.264/SVC based progressive transmission for
video streaming. For example, it may random drop the base
layer data packets, which causes the related enhancement layer
packets become nonsense at the consumers. Thus consumers
need to resend interest requests for lower quality level video
content, which causes long delays and poor user experience.
To solve this problem, our scheme, HAVS-CCN, controls the
data ﬂows and adaptively adjusts video quality directly to
the proper video quality according to network condition. To
schedule the data transmission, new added router component

SDQ records the entries about all the data packets need to be
transmitted. The scheduling window computed by Eq. (1) can
control the transmission rate of the data packets by limiting the
allowable sending quantity at any one time. At the same time,
since SDQ entries are ordered based on their priorities, the
allowable sending data packets match the SDQ entries from
high priority to the low priority, which achieves the best quality
adjustment of video services that the link capacity can support.
Once a window size of data packets have been delivered, the
SDQ entries with priorities are updated. Then a new round of
data packets are delivered. More importantly, the scheduling
window size can be dynamically adjusted based on the network
capacity, which guarantees a HAVS-CCN can react to network
changes quickly.
B. Hop-by-hop Adaptive Streaming in HAVS-CCN
HAVS-CCN optimizes the QoE of video streaming services
hop-by-hop. To reduce content delivery delays and maintain
low packet loss rate, it sets a scheduling window to limit the
video transmission rate. To quickly react to dynamic network
conditions, we directly control the data packets, instead of
limiting the interest requests. The scheduling window of
a interface k, which determines the allowable transmitting
quantity of data packets for interface at any one time, is
denoted as:
wndscheduling (k) = delay · α · BWout (k)

(1)

where delay is the expected time for the data packet to be
satisﬁed hop-by-hop. And BWout (k) is the available outbound bandwidth at interface k, which follows a well-known
bandwidth model for video transport [12]. Since the ﬂows of
interest and data packets are in both directions of link, we
denote α · BWout (k) as the available outbound bandwidth for
data packets at interface k. α is the ratio that data packets
ﬂow to the whole outbound ﬂow, which is an experience
value related to the the average size ratio between interest
and data packets in each direction. The scheduling window
wndscheduling (k) updates every time interval T to timely
control trafﬁc ﬂow.
To adaptively adjust video quality with QoE optimization, it
needs to push some selected video content to stuff the limited
scheduling window. We set the concept of priority to measure
the importance of each data packet, which is related to the
type and the popularity of the content. Suppose pi,seg,type is
the data packet for quality-deﬁned type of video segment seg
from video content i.
Type-based priority. For H.264/SVC encoded adaptive
video streaming, the low layer content has higher possibility to
be referred compared with the high enhancement layer content.
Owing to this subordinate features of the layers explained in
Sec.II (B), the base layer content has higher priority than the
enhancement layer. And the low quality enhancement layer
content also has higher priority than high quality enhancement
layer content. We denote
wt (pi,seg,type ) =

1
ηtype

(2)

as the type-based priority for data packet pi,seg,type , where
ηtype is

1,
type = base layer
(3)
ηtype =
i + 1, type = ith enhancement layer
Popularity-based priority. A video content is requested
more, this video is more popular and the priority will be
higher. The reason is that transmitting popular contents can
satisfy more users’ demands, which improves the overall QoE
experience. For an interface, the sum of the segments of one
video content in SDQ entries can reﬂect the popularity of
the content through this interface. We denote ηi,k as the sum
of SDQ entries for video segments belongs to video content
i at the interface k, and SDQk as the SDQ queue size of
the interface k. The popularity-based priority of data packet
pi,seg,type for this hop can be expressed as:
wp (pi,seg,type , k) =

ηi,k
SDQk

(4)

A data packet with higher type-based priority and higher
popularity-based priority will have preference to be transmitted. We deﬁne the overall priority which jointly considers the
data packet type and its popularity level as:
w(pi,seg,type , k) = wt (pi,seg,type ) · wp (pi,seg,type , k)

(5)

The aim of the HAVS-CCN is to transmit high priority data
packets ﬁrst when the link capacity is limited. Let ci,seg,type
decide to place or not to place the data packet pi,seg,type
into the scheduling window. And psize (type) denotes the
data packet size of different layer of video content based on
H.264/SVC standard. Note that the scheduling strategy should
avoid the starvation of base layer packets, since base layer
content is essential to guarantee the smooth playback. We can
formulate the data ﬂow control and QoE oriented adaptive
video streaming problem for a speciﬁc interface k under steady
state as:
Objective:

maximizef =
ci,seg,type · ew(pi,seg,type ,k)
(6)
i,seg,type

Subject to:

ci,seg,type · psize (type)
ci,seg,type
ci,seg,type

= wndscheduling (k)
∈ {0, 1}
= 0, type = base

(7)

The objective of this optimization is to maximize the priority
of transmitted data packets , subject to limited link capacity
and avoid the starvation of base layer content. Obviously, the
content value equation ew(pi,seg,type ,k) is a convex function
and the value of weight ci,seg,type is either 1 or 0. The
objective function Eq. (6) and the constraint function Eq.
(7) are all convex functions. Therefore, the formulation is a
convex optimization problem and is mathematically tractable.
The detailed priority transmission algorithm of HAVS-CCN is
presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 HAVS-CCN Priority Transmission Algorithm
1: procedure O N W INDOW E MPTY (interf ace)
2:
T xQueue ← SDQ[interf ace].
3:
if sizeof (T xQueue) > wndscheduing then
4:
ci,seg,type ← Solver(pi,seg,type , wi,seg,type,k )
5:
T xQueue ← {pi,seg,type |ci,seg,type = 0}
6:
end if
7:
Send(T xQueue).
8: end procedure
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Fig. 5. The playback quality in HAVS-CCN and DASH over CCN to time.

Fig. 4. Topology setup in small scale simulation

In HAVS-CCN, each router does bandwidth estimation and
maintains a scheduling window to control the data packet
ﬂows. Compared with the ﬂow control achieved by limiting
the rate of interest packets, HAVS-CCN directly works on
data packets delivery, which reduces the delays and can
make response to the bandwidth variation timely. Moreover,
instead of selecting appropriate video bitrate according to the
inaccurate estimation of network bandwidth from consumer to
content provider, HAVS-CCN achieves adaptive video quality
adjustment hop-by-hop based on the priority set for each data
packet. Since the optimization process happens hop-by-hop,
the previous hop output shall not affect the operation at current
hop. Therefore, the amount of exchange information should
not be large and the satisﬁed QoE for video streaming service
can be guaranteed.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present our evaluation results. To build
our simulation platform, we adopt the CCN simulator MiniCCNx [13]. We use GLPK [14] as our linear programming
solver. A H.264/SVC encoded video from University Klagenfurt [15] is used in all of our experiments. The demo video
has 500 frames which are encoded into 11 segments. Each
segments have a base layer and three enhancement layers.
We run our simulations on two different scales – a smaller
6-node topology and a much-larger realistic topology. We use
the 6-node topology since it can clearly demonstrate the realtime response of HAVS-CCN when the available bandwidth
changes. The larger ISP-like topology reﬂects how HAVSCCN tackles congestions on a much more complex real-world
network. Our simulation methodology resembles the fact that
the effective bandwidth is limited and dynamically changed.
A. Small scale simulation
We build our initial experiment topology as Fig. 4 shows.
Video consumers Src1 and Src2 request video content from
the producers Dst1 and Dst2. They exchange interest and data

packets through a shared link connection between Rtr1 and
Rtr2. Src1 requests video by sending interest packets for each
video segment to the upstream. And Src2 randomly requests
contents to create a varying pressure on the link to simulate the
unexpected bursty trafﬁc. Dst1 and Dst2 provide all requested
data packets when receiving interest requests. We precache
Segment 6 on Rtr1, to simulate CCN in-network caching
operation. The available bandwidth of Src1 changes during
the time is shown in Fig. 5(a). We compare the performance
of HAVS-CCN with original DASH over CCN under this
scenario.
The metric we choose to quantify a segment’s playback
quality is the number of playable layer packets Src1 receives.
Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) show the comparison of playback
qualities for two schemes. DASH over CCN and HAVS-CCN
have similar performance when available bandwidth is constant (from 0.2s to 4s). However, when the link encounters a
varying pressure from Src2, HAVS-CCN performs better than
DASH over CCN. When the available bandwidth descends
(from 4s to 8.5s), DASH over CCN has a playback pause
of 0.6s (from 6.4s to 7s). This playback pause happens if the
requested video quality is beyond the link capacity. The reason
is that original DASH over CCN decides video quality at the
consumer side, which causes the consumer lacks the timely
reactions to the suddenly decrease in available bandwidth. We
observe that HAVS-CCN is able to avoid this playback pause
by adaptively adjusting the video quality level to Quality 2
when faces the network bottleneck.
The playback pause from 13s to 13.2s in Fig. 5(c) is due
to a different reason. Since the interest request for segment
6 hits the cache at Rtr1, which misleads Src1 that the
available bandwidth is sufﬁcient for better quality playback.
However, Segment 7 is not available in Rtr1, and needs
to be fetched from upstream. Thus requesting better quality
(Quality 4 for Segment 7) on the link with limited available
bandwidth causes the playback pause (from 13s to 13.4s). With
Segment 6 precached at Rtr1, HAVS-CCN can correctly
adjusts the respond content data from Quality 4 to Quality
3 on Rtr2 through directly dropping some enhancement layer

TABLE II
L ARGE S CALE S IMULATION L INK S ETUP
LinkType

Delay

Bandwidth

Backbone-Backbone

10ms

100 Mbps

Gateway-BlackBone

10ms

40 Mbps

Gateway-Gateway

20ms

20 Mbps

Client-Gateway

50ms

5Mbps

data packets, which prevents the playback pause. It shows
our HAVS-CCN can avoid the playback pause caused by
bandwidth overestimation with the help of the HAVS-CCN’s
instant video quality adjustment on the intermediate routers.
B. Large scale simulation
In this section, the realistic large-scale topology we used
is based on a modiﬁed version of Rockfuel’s AT&T topology
[16]. We extract one of the connected components containing
192 nodes from the original topology. All the nodes are
classiﬁed into clients, gateways and backbones according to
the degree. Nodes having degree less than four are classiﬁed
as clients (95 nodes), nodes directly connected to the clients
are classiﬁed as gateways (58 nodes), and remaining nodes
are classiﬁed as backbones (39 nodes). We assign bandwidth
and delay to the links based on their type (Table. II). Each
backbone node and gateway node are installed with a video
streaming server application which responds to the incoming
interests with the corresponding data packets. The consumers
are placed only at clients nodes. Each consumer is persistently
requesting video segments by sending interest packets of the
testing video to upstream.
1) Average Quality: We deﬁne a consumer’s average quality as the sum of each received segment’s playable bitrate divided by the total number of segments the consumer requests.
Fig. 6 shows the average quality against the throughput in 20s’
duration. The consumers with high throughput means their
link to the upstream is sufﬁcient for data delivery, while the
consumers with low throughput means their link to upstream is
congested. Both schemes perform well on the high throughput
consumers, indicating that video segments with high bitrate
are mostly displayed. This is because high video quality
packets can be successfully transmitted in unobstructed links.
Consumer nodes with throughput less than 2.5Mbps have an
average quality around 50kbps to 1000kbps under DASH over
CCN. While HAVS-CCN outperforms the original DASH over
CCN with a average quality around 50kbps to 2400kbps under
the same throughput. Due to the timely quality adjustment,
HAVS-CCN can provide better consumer video playback
quality and higher link utilization than original DASH over
CCN under crowded networks.
2) Average Delay: Since a base layer is enough to provide
smooth video playback, the delay that a consumer experienced
can be deﬁned as the time difference from sending interest
packet request to receiving the base layer packet. The average
delay for a consumer is the total delays divided by its total

Fig. 6. A scatter ﬁgure of average quality to consumer throughput

Fig. 7. A scatter ﬁgure of average delay to consumer throughput

number of interest packets. Consumers with higher average
delays are easier to suffer from playback pause. Fig. 7 illustrates the average delay against consumer throughput in
20s’ duration. We observe that a consumer’s average delay
increases as the throughput decreases. The reason is that the
consumer with lower throughput means its link to upstream
is more crowded. The crowded link leads to high queueing
delay, frequent packet loss and retransmission, which results in
high average delays. Both schemes can guarantee the average
delay is less than 80ms when the consumer’s throughput is
higher than 4Mbps. Considering the low throughput situation,
original DASH over CCN cannot provide a tolerable average
delay(under 200ms) for the consumer whose throughput is
lower than 2Mbps. While HAVS-CCN keeps the average
delay under 200ms for the consumer with throughput between
1Mbps - 2Mbps. It reﬂects that by deploying our HAVS-CCN
scheme, consumers in low throughput can still control the
delay at a acceptable range. Compared with DASH over CCN,
HAVS-CCN reduces much more delays at the low throughput
situation, thanks to its instant quality adjustment.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper aims to improve the performance for DASH
over CCN. The challenges in this setting are: 1) reducing the
negative effect of inaccurate bitrate predication for DASH over
CCN. 2) providing ﬂow controls at the router level. We propose a hop-by-hop solution, HAVS-CCN, to achieve adaptively
adjustment of video quality and ﬂow control at the bottleneck
of transmission path. A novel SDQ component is added to
CCN router which records and queues data packets for each
interface. HAVS-CCN also values the playback importance
and popularity of each data packet to choose proper SVC
layer content. Therefore, the video quality has got a second
chance to be adjusted during the transmission path, instead
of resending interest request from consumer side with long
playback delays. Simulation results demonstrate how DASH
with HAVS-CCN scheme outperforms the original DASH over
CCN on playback quality and average delay. In the future, we
will mathematically analyse the priority weights setting for
different H.264/SVC layer data packets. The weights we use in
this paper mostly come from the experience. The optimization
of priority weights deﬁnition can surely improve the overall
QoE of video services.
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